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I’m struck, today, by the readings from Numbers and Mark, which show leaders confronting

those who have an authoritarian view of prophesy – that it had to follow the rules or be rejected,

no matter how valid the content of its proclamation. Truth, the prophets say, isn’t determined by

the institutional authority of the speaker, but by the content of her or his proclamation. 

This actually does bring me to what I’ve been doing over the last, busy couple of weeks! I’ve

been writing a lot - some of you know I prepared and led a workshop about the future of the

Church (capital “C”). I took some time out to cut grass, to spray the roof with “Moss Out,” and to

get ready for the trip that I’m taking with Rachel beginning tomorrow to Poland, part of which

involves getting in a mind-set where I’ll be able to visit Auschwitz-Birkenau. As I mentioned in

the E-pistle, I have distant relatives  who ended up there – as far as my family knows, anyway.

First they went to Dachau, and then it appears, Auschwitz. 

When I mentioned that to Rachel, she stopped for a moment, then said, “at Trinity we’ve got a

parishioner who grew up in Munich under The Third Reich – Helmi Hahler – this summer she

asked to share with us what it was like to live under belligerent nationalism because she’s

frightened – she sees it happening again, here.” Like at Standing Rock.

Friends began disappearing, Helmi said. And she remembered a rhyme she learned, not knowing

what it meant: “Lieber Herr Gott, mach mich stumm, Das ich nicht nach Dachau komm” –

“Dear God, make me dumb, That I may not to Dachau come.”

Reality was warped. Or, rather, reality was what those in authority said reality was, and objecting

to that – well, you learned pretty quickly not to do that. Helmi’s friends – Helmi herself – found

themselves in an impossible situation because of the ethos of authoritarian truth, which still

threatens us today.

Her story – and the one playing out in the other Washington right now– reminded me of an age-

old question - asked by Pilate to Jesus: “what is truth?” I think Pilate was asking a rhetorical

question: “Who gets to say what truth is?” he was saying, with the answer, of course, being this:

“Rome. Rome gets to be the definer and arbiter of truth.” Empires always do. Authoritarian

regimes always do. 

But that was a long time ago. On the other hand, we keep seeing the rise of this way of seeking

control – that old saw that the price of freedom is eternal vigilance is really true, isn’t it? We

have always lived in a world where truth is often defined by institutional stamps of approval that

make things – true or not in an objective sense – official; officially “true.” And those same

institutional stamps can pronounce something ‘untrue’ as well. 

Determining truth is a tricky enterprise, in other words!



Of course, official “truth stamps” aren’t the only way we determine what’s true – some forms of

truth can be established by rigorous scientific testing....except that – see that last point about

institutional stamps – throughout modern history, governmental institutions have not problem

with telling us that black is white, the sky is green, and the reason we’re so hot at the moment

(every year) is quite normal. Nothing to see here, just keep moving along.....

In this sort of world – where authoritarian truth tries to rule – personal testimony has little or no

validity, especially if it doesn’t fit the approved narrative. Ironically, for more than a few

Christians, truth is authoritarian by nature, because personal experience is understood as

fundamentally untrustworthy. This authoritarian definition of truth is the reason that institutions

like the state and the church are usually believed over the testimony of people who have been

abused by them. 

The irony of Christians – most especially Literalist, “Fundamentalist” Christians – defining truth

as authoritarian proclamation is that it makes the word of lying authoritarians into the word of

God.  There’s a direct line from “The Bible says…” to “The dear leader says…” because the

fundamental criterion is not whether truth has any basis in empirical reality but whether the

speaker has authority. When Christians think this way about the Bible, they cannot avoid

transferring their authoritarian conception of truth to political leaders.

When you define truth only as what’s officially sanctioned by an authoritarian power, it

undercuts a genuine search for truth. 

# We don’t get to ask why in the world a woman would make herself the target of death

threats and public fury if she didn’t have a specific memory of an interaction with a

specific person that would not let her stay quiet. 

# Likewise, we don’t get to consider why a woman would suddenly uproot her kids and

husband from a country that has everything she knows, her family, friends, and culture, if

she didn’t really face an imminent threat of being killed. 

Instead, we’re told to accept the official position from those who (they claim) know best, and

have our own best interests at heart.

For those of us who are not literalist, fundamentalist Christians – and even for some who are –

the deeper irony is that this institutional challenge to personal testimony in our world is more

than a little odd. After all, the most important event in our faith – our faith itself, in fact – is

centered around personal testimony. Someone - one of the women (!) – reported, on encountering

the risen Christ, that Jesus said to them “Do not be afraid; go and tell the disciples to go to

Galilee; there they will see me” (Matthew 28:10). Others - two of them - reported about a

conversation on the road to Emmaus and the stranger they met: “Were not our hearts burning

within us as he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us? (Luke

24:32)

Our faith is predicated on accepting the credibility of personal testimony, if not as the exclusive

arbiter of truth, certainly as a central component of it.

That makes this time in our culture challenging for us if we value personal testimony.  And since



the Church (capital ‘C’) is a part of our culture, include the church in that: that makes this time in

our culture particularly challenging for us as Christians if we value personal testimony.

The good news is that things are changing. Perhaps that’s why there’s so many members of the

old, authoritarian guard throwing temper tantrums right now – and have been for some time: they

know on some level that their grip is slipping. This also makes it a most dangerous time - when

people think they’re losing power they can respond in very violent ways. But of course, some of

you know that; it’s already violent for African Americans, Native Americans, immigrants,

lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered folk, women......

One of the signs of this change in our culture – including in the Church – is that people no longer

embrace an unthinking acceptance of what institutions – well-intentioned or authoritarian – try

and tell us is the truth. We’re living in a time when the Institutional Voice that claims ‘truth’ has

lost much of its power. And we’re living in an age when the full satanic ugliness of authoritarian

truth is being exposed – look, for example, at the dreadful truth of abuse within the Roman

Catholic Church. That old form of authoritarianism is dying in the Church – has been for some

time. And perhaps more significantly for our future, this authoritarian understanding of truth is

completely incomprehensible to young adults today. If we can’t let go of it, the Church is

finished. 

In a May 1972 letter to the New York Times an Italian theologian, Battista Mondin, expressed

his view that the Roman Catholic Church in America was “falling apart.” Two days later another

Roman Catholic theologian responded with another letter, in which he said that “[Mondin is

probably right that the traditional [Roman Catholic] Church is near collapse.” But then he added,

“The disasters he mentions are only such to those churchmen who are so stuck in conservativism

and authority that they cannot see the Gospel of Christ for the Code of Canon Law…. ” He

continued, “My feeling, as a member of an adapting religious community, is that these are the

best days of the Church.” That was 1972. That reality of change – in all churches and in our

secular culture – is never more true. My own hope is that all authoritarian forms of Christianity

will fail to survive the next generation. And in the rest of our culture, too, including especially

our political culture. We’ll see.

This means something important things for us. First, it calls all of us to challenge any form of

authoritarianism that we see seeking to seize control, whether in the Church or in our secular

world because they are antithetical to the core of our faith as follows of the risen Christ. We must

speak out and act out against such behaviors, or we will go quietly into the night.

And it means we have a responsibility - out of our faith - to model healthy and appropriate ways

of determining and embracing truth, ways that include all voices, treating each with respect and

dignity as fellow human beings.

In the end, we come back to the Baptismal Covenant, because the Baptismal Covenant is a

rallying cry against all forms of authoritarianism; it is through the Covenant that the whole body

in Christ speaks the word, the whole body speaks the truth, and neither death, nor the gates of

hell, can stand against that! (Matt. 12:18).
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with telling us that black is white, the sky is green, and the reason we’re so hot at the moment

(every year) is quite normal. Nothing to see here, just keep moving along.....

In this sort of world – where authoritarian truth tries to rule – personal testimony has little or no

validity, especially if it doesn’t fit the approved narrative. Ironically, for more than a few

Christians, truth is authoritarian by nature, because personal experience is understood as

fundamentally untrustworthy. This authoritarian definition of truth is the reason that institutions

like the state and the church are usually believed over the testimony of people who have been

abused by them. 

The irony of Christians – most especially Literalist, “Fundamentalist” Christians – defining truth

as authoritarian proclamation is that it makes the word of lying authoritarians into the word of

God.  There’s a direct line from “The Bible says…” to “The dear leader says…” because the

fundamental criterion is not whether truth has any basis in empirical reality but whether the

speaker has authority. When Christians think this way about the Bible, they cannot avoid

transferring their authoritarian conception of truth to political leaders.

When you define truth only as what’s officially sanctioned by an authoritarian power, it

undercuts a genuine search for truth. 

# We don’t get to ask why in the world a woman would make herself the target of death

threats and public fury if she didn’t have a specific memory of an interaction with a

specific person that would not let her stay quiet. 

# Likewise, we don’t get to consider why a woman would suddenly uproot her kids and

husband from a country that has everything she knows, her family, friends, and culture, if

she didn’t really face an imminent threat of being killed. 

Instead, we’re told to accept the official position from those who (they claim) know best, and

have our own best interests at heart.

For those of us who are not literalist, fundamentalist Christians – and even for some who are –

the deeper irony is that this institutional challenge to personal testimony in our world is more

than a little odd. After all, the most important event in our faith – our faith itself, in fact – is

centered around personal testimony. Someone - one of the women (!) – reported, on encountering

the risen Christ, that Jesus said to them “Do not be afraid; go and tell the disciples to go to

Galilee; there they will see me” (Matthew 28:10). Others - two of them - reported about a

conversation on the road to Emmaus and the stranger they met: “Were not our hearts burning

within us as he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us? (Luke

24:32)

Our faith is predicated on accepting the credibility of personal testimony, if not as the exclusive

arbiter of truth, certainly as a central component of it.

That makes this time in our culture challenging for us if we value personal testimony.  And since



the Church (capital ‘C’) is a part of our culture, include the church in that: that makes this time in

our culture particularly challenging for us as Christians if we value personal testimony.

The good news is that things are changing. Perhaps that’s why there’s so many members of the

old, authoritarian guard throwing temper tantrums right now – and have been for some time: they

know on some level that their grip is slipping. This also makes it a most dangerous time - when

people think they’re losing power they can respond in very violent ways. But of course, some of

you know that; it’s already violent for African Americans, Native Americans, immigrants,

lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered folk, women......

One of the signs of this change in our culture – including in the Church – is that people no longer

embrace an unthinking acceptance of what institutions – well-intentioned or authoritarian – try

and tell us is the truth. We’re living in a time when the Institutional Voice that claims ‘truth’ has

lost much of its power. And we’re living in an age when the full satanic ugliness of authoritarian

truth is being exposed – look, for example, at the dreadful truth of abuse within the Roman

Catholic Church. That old form of authoritarianism is dying in the Church – has been for some

time. And perhaps more significantly for our future, this authoritarian understanding of truth is

completely incomprehensible to young adults today. If we can’t let go of it, the Church is

finished. 

In a May 1972 letter to the New York Times an Italian theologian, Battista Mondin, expressed

his view that the Roman Catholic Church in America was “falling apart.” Two days later another

Roman Catholic theologian responded with another letter, in which he said that “[Mondin is

probably right that the traditional [Roman Catholic] Church is near collapse.” But then he added,

“The disasters he mentions are only such to those churchmen who are so stuck in conservativism

and authority that they cannot see the Gospel of Christ for the Code of Canon Law…. ” He

continued, “My feeling, as a member of an adapting religious community, is that these are the

best days of the Church.” That was 1972. That reality of change – in all churches and in our

secular culture – is never more true. My own hope is that all authoritarian forms of Christianity

will fail to survive the next generation. And in the rest of our culture, too, including especially

our political culture. We’ll see.

This means something important things for us. First, it calls all of us to challenge any form of

authoritarianism that we see seeking to seize control, whether in the Church or in our secular

world because they are antithetical to the core of our faith as follows of the risen Christ. We must

speak out and act out against such behaviors, or we will go quietly into the night.

And it means we have a responsibility - out of our faith - to model healthy and appropriate ways

of determining and embracing truth, ways that include all voices, treating each with respect and

dignity as fellow human beings.

In the end, we come back to the Baptismal Covenant, because the Baptismal Covenant is a

rallying cry against all forms of authoritarianism; it is through the Covenant that the whole body

in Christ speaks the word, the whole body speaks the truth, and neither death, nor the gates of

hell, can stand against that! (Matt. 12:18).
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I’m struck, today, by the readings from Numbers and Mark, which show leaders confronting

those who have an authoritarian view of prophesy – that it had to follow the rules or be rejected,

no matter how valid the content of its proclamation. Truth, the prophets say, isn’t determined by

the institutional authority of the speaker, but by the content of her or his proclamation. 

This actually does bring me to what I’ve been doing over the last, busy couple of weeks! I’ve

been writing a lot - some of you know I prepared and led a workshop about the future of the

Church (capital “C”). I took some time out to cut grass, to spray the roof with “Moss Out,” and to

get ready for the trip that I’m taking with Rachel beginning tomorrow to Poland, part of which

involves getting in a mind-set where I’ll be able to visit Auschwitz-Birkenau. As I mentioned in

the E-pistle, I have distant relatives  who ended up there – as far as my family knows, anyway.

First they went to Dachau, and then it appears, Auschwitz. 

When I mentioned that to Rachel, she stopped for a moment, then said, “at Trinity we’ve got a

parishioner who grew up in Munich under The Third Reich – Helmi Hahler – this summer she

asked to share with us what it was like to live under belligerent nationalism because she’s

frightened – she sees it happening again, here.” Like at Standing Rock.

Friends began disappearing, Helmi said. And she remembered a rhyme she learned, not knowing

what it meant: “Lieber Herr Gott, mach mich stumm, Das ich nicht nach Dachau komm” –

“Dear God, make me dumb, That I may not to Dachau come.”

Reality was warped. Or, rather, reality was what those in authority said reality was, and objecting

to that – well, you learned pretty quickly not to do that. Helmi’s friends – Helmi herself – found

themselves in an impossible situation because of the ethos of authoritarian truth, which still

threatens us today.

Her story – and the one playing out in the other Washington right now– reminded me of an age-

old question - asked by Pilate to Jesus: “what is truth?” I think Pilate was asking a rhetorical

question: “Who gets to say what truth is?” he was saying, with the answer, of course, being this:

“Rome. Rome gets to be the definer and arbiter of truth.” Empires always do. Authoritarian

regimes always do. 

But that was a long time ago. On the other hand, we keep seeing the rise of this way of seeking

control – that old saw that the price of freedom is eternal vigilance is really true, isn’t it? We

have always lived in a world where truth is often defined by institutional stamps of approval that

make things – true or not in an objective sense – official; officially “true.” And those same

institutional stamps can pronounce something ‘untrue’ as well. 

Determining truth is a tricky enterprise, in other words!



Of course, official “truth stamps” aren’t the only way we determine what’s true – some forms of

truth can be established by rigorous scientific testing....except that – see that last point about
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undercuts a genuine search for truth. 
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threats and public fury if she didn’t have a specific memory of an interaction with a

specific person that would not let her stay quiet. 

# Likewise, we don’t get to consider why a woman would suddenly uproot her kids and

husband from a country that has everything she knows, her family, friends, and culture, if

she didn’t really face an imminent threat of being killed. 

Instead, we’re told to accept the official position from those who (they claim) know best, and

have our own best interests at heart.

For those of us who are not literalist, fundamentalist Christians – and even for some who are –

the deeper irony is that this institutional challenge to personal testimony in our world is more

than a little odd. After all, the most important event in our faith – our faith itself, in fact – is

centered around personal testimony. Someone - one of the women (!) – reported, on encountering

the risen Christ, that Jesus said to them “Do not be afraid; go and tell the disciples to go to

Galilee; there they will see me” (Matthew 28:10). Others - two of them - reported about a

conversation on the road to Emmaus and the stranger they met: “Were not our hearts burning

within us as he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us? (Luke

24:32)

Our faith is predicated on accepting the credibility of personal testimony, if not as the exclusive

arbiter of truth, certainly as a central component of it.

That makes this time in our culture challenging for us if we value personal testimony.  And since



the Church (capital ‘C’) is a part of our culture, include the church in that: that makes this time in

our culture particularly challenging for us as Christians if we value personal testimony.

The good news is that things are changing. Perhaps that’s why there’s so many members of the

old, authoritarian guard throwing temper tantrums right now – and have been for some time: they

know on some level that their grip is slipping. This also makes it a most dangerous time - when

people think they’re losing power they can respond in very violent ways. But of course, some of

you know that; it’s already violent for African Americans, Native Americans, immigrants,

lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered folk, women......

One of the signs of this change in our culture – including in the Church – is that people no longer

embrace an unthinking acceptance of what institutions – well-intentioned or authoritarian – try

and tell us is the truth. We’re living in a time when the Institutional Voice that claims ‘truth’ has

lost much of its power. And we’re living in an age when the full satanic ugliness of authoritarian

truth is being exposed – look, for example, at the dreadful truth of abuse within the Roman

Catholic Church. That old form of authoritarianism is dying in the Church – has been for some

time. And perhaps more significantly for our future, this authoritarian understanding of truth is

completely incomprehensible to young adults today. If we can’t let go of it, the Church is

finished. 

In a May 1972 letter to the New York Times an Italian theologian, Battista Mondin, expressed

his view that the Roman Catholic Church in America was “falling apart.” Two days later another

Roman Catholic theologian responded with another letter, in which he said that “[Mondin is

probably right that the traditional [Roman Catholic] Church is near collapse.” But then he added,

“The disasters he mentions are only such to those churchmen who are so stuck in conservativism

and authority that they cannot see the Gospel of Christ for the Code of Canon Law…. ” He

continued, “My feeling, as a member of an adapting religious community, is that these are the

best days of the Church.” That was 1972. That reality of change – in all churches and in our

secular culture – is never more true. My own hope is that all authoritarian forms of Christianity

will fail to survive the next generation. And in the rest of our culture, too, including especially

our political culture. We’ll see.

This means something important things for us. First, it calls all of us to challenge any form of

authoritarianism that we see seeking to seize control, whether in the Church or in our secular

world because they are antithetical to the core of our faith as follows of the risen Christ. We must

speak out and act out against such behaviors, or we will go quietly into the night.

And it means we have a responsibility - out of our faith - to model healthy and appropriate ways

of determining and embracing truth, ways that include all voices, treating each with respect and

dignity as fellow human beings.

In the end, we come back to the Baptismal Covenant, because the Baptismal Covenant is a

rallying cry against all forms of authoritarianism; it is through the Covenant that the whole body

in Christ speaks the word, the whole body speaks the truth, and neither death, nor the gates of

hell, can stand against that! (Matt. 12:18).
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regimes always do. 

But that was a long time ago. On the other hand, we keep seeing the rise of this way of seeking
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have always lived in a world where truth is often defined by institutional stamps of approval that

make things – true or not in an objective sense – official; officially “true.” And those same

institutional stamps can pronounce something ‘untrue’ as well. 

Determining truth is a tricky enterprise, in other words!
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as authoritarian proclamation is that it makes the word of lying authoritarians into the word of

God.  There’s a direct line from “The Bible says…” to “The dear leader says…” because the

fundamental criterion is not whether truth has any basis in empirical reality but whether the

speaker has authority. When Christians think this way about the Bible, they cannot avoid

transferring their authoritarian conception of truth to political leaders.

When you define truth only as what’s officially sanctioned by an authoritarian power, it

undercuts a genuine search for truth. 

# We don’t get to ask why in the world a woman would make herself the target of death

threats and public fury if she didn’t have a specific memory of an interaction with a

specific person that would not let her stay quiet. 

# Likewise, we don’t get to consider why a woman would suddenly uproot her kids and

husband from a country that has everything she knows, her family, friends, and culture, if

she didn’t really face an imminent threat of being killed. 

Instead, we’re told to accept the official position from those who (they claim) know best, and

have our own best interests at heart.

For those of us who are not literalist, fundamentalist Christians – and even for some who are –

the deeper irony is that this institutional challenge to personal testimony in our world is more

than a little odd. After all, the most important event in our faith – our faith itself, in fact – is

centered around personal testimony. Someone - one of the women (!) – reported, on encountering

the risen Christ, that Jesus said to them “Do not be afraid; go and tell the disciples to go to

Galilee; there they will see me” (Matthew 28:10). Others - two of them - reported about a

conversation on the road to Emmaus and the stranger they met: “Were not our hearts burning

within us as he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us? (Luke

24:32)

Our faith is predicated on accepting the credibility of personal testimony, if not as the exclusive

arbiter of truth, certainly as a central component of it.

That makes this time in our culture challenging for us if we value personal testimony.  And since
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people think they’re losing power they can respond in very violent ways. But of course, some of

you know that; it’s already violent for African Americans, Native Americans, immigrants,

lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered folk, women......

One of the signs of this change in our culture – including in the Church – is that people no longer

embrace an unthinking acceptance of what institutions – well-intentioned or authoritarian – try

and tell us is the truth. We’re living in a time when the Institutional Voice that claims ‘truth’ has
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old, authoritarian guard throwing temper tantrums right now – and have been for some time: they

know on some level that their grip is slipping. This also makes it a most dangerous time - when

people think they’re losing power they can respond in very violent ways. But of course, some of

you know that; it’s already violent for African Americans, Native Americans, immigrants,

lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered folk, women......

One of the signs of this change in our culture – including in the Church – is that people no longer

embrace an unthinking acceptance of what institutions – well-intentioned or authoritarian – try

and tell us is the truth. We’re living in a time when the Institutional Voice that claims ‘truth’ has

lost much of its power. And we’re living in an age when the full satanic ugliness of authoritarian

truth is being exposed – look, for example, at the dreadful truth of abuse within the Roman

Catholic Church. That old form of authoritarianism is dying in the Church – has been for some

time. And perhaps more significantly for our future, this authoritarian understanding of truth is

completely incomprehensible to young adults today. If we can’t let go of it, the Church is

finished. 

In a May 1972 letter to the New York Times an Italian theologian, Battista Mondin, expressed

his view that the Roman Catholic Church in America was “falling apart.” Two days later another

Roman Catholic theologian responded with another letter, in which he said that “[Mondin is

probably right that the traditional [Roman Catholic] Church is near collapse.” But then he added,

“The disasters he mentions are only such to those churchmen who are so stuck in conservativism

and authority that they cannot see the Gospel of Christ for the Code of Canon Law…. ” He

continued, “My feeling, as a member of an adapting religious community, is that these are the

best days of the Church.” That was 1972. That reality of change – in all churches and in our

secular culture – is never more true. My own hope is that all authoritarian forms of Christianity

will fail to survive the next generation. And in the rest of our culture, too, including especially

our political culture. We’ll see.

This means something important things for us. First, it calls all of us to challenge any form of

authoritarianism that we see seeking to seize control, whether in the Church or in our secular

world because they are antithetical to the core of our faith as follows of the risen Christ. We must

speak out and act out against such behaviors, or we will go quietly into the night.

And it means we have a responsibility - out of our faith - to model healthy and appropriate ways

of determining and embracing truth, ways that include all voices, treating each with respect and

dignity as fellow human beings.

In the end, we come back to the Baptismal Covenant, because the Baptismal Covenant is a

rallying cry against all forms of authoritarianism; it is through the Covenant that the whole body

in Christ speaks the word, the whole body speaks the truth, and neither death, nor the gates of

hell, can stand against that! (Matt. 12:18).
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I’m struck, today, by the readings from Numbers and Mark, which show leaders confronting

those who have an authoritarian view of prophesy – that it had to follow the rules or be rejected,

no matter how valid the content of its proclamation. Truth, the prophets say, isn’t determined by

the institutional authority of the speaker, but by the content of her or his proclamation. 

This actually does bring me to what I’ve been doing over the last, busy couple of weeks! I’ve

been writing a lot - some of you know I prepared and led a workshop about the future of the

Church (capital “C”). I took some time out to cut grass, to spray the roof with “Moss Out,” and to

get ready for the trip that I’m taking with Rachel beginning tomorrow to Poland, part of which

involves getting in a mind-set where I’ll be able to visit Auschwitz-Birkenau. As I mentioned in

the E-pistle, I have distant relatives  who ended up there – as far as my family knows, anyway.

First they went to Dachau, and then it appears, Auschwitz. 

When I mentioned that to Rachel, she stopped for a moment, then said, “at Trinity we’ve got a

parishioner who grew up in Munich under The Third Reich – Helmi Hahler – this summer she

asked to share with us what it was like to live under belligerent nationalism because she’s

frightened – she sees it happening again, here.” Like at Standing Rock.

Friends began disappearing, Helmi said. And she remembered a rhyme she learned, not knowing

what it meant: “Lieber Herr Gott, mach mich stumm, Das ich nicht nach Dachau komm” –

“Dear God, make me dumb, That I may not to Dachau come.”

Reality was warped. Or, rather, reality was what those in authority said reality was, and objecting

to that – well, you learned pretty quickly not to do that. Helmi’s friends – Helmi herself – found

themselves in an impossible situation because of the ethos of authoritarian truth, which still

threatens us today.

Her story – and the one playing out in the other Washington right now– reminded me of an age-

old question - asked by Pilate to Jesus: “what is truth?” I think Pilate was asking a rhetorical

question: “Who gets to say what truth is?” he was saying, with the answer, of course, being this:

“Rome. Rome gets to be the definer and arbiter of truth.” Empires always do. Authoritarian

regimes always do. 

But that was a long time ago. On the other hand, we keep seeing the rise of this way of seeking

control – that old saw that the price of freedom is eternal vigilance is really true, isn’t it? We

have always lived in a world where truth is often defined by institutional stamps of approval that

make things – true or not in an objective sense – official; officially “true.” And those same

institutional stamps can pronounce something ‘untrue’ as well. 

Determining truth is a tricky enterprise, in other words!



Of course, official “truth stamps” aren’t the only way we determine what’s true – some forms of

truth can be established by rigorous scientific testing....except that – see that last point about

institutional stamps – throughout modern history, governmental institutions have not problem

with telling us that black is white, the sky is green, and the reason we’re so hot at the moment

(every year) is quite normal. Nothing to see here, just keep moving along.....

In this sort of world – where authoritarian truth tries to rule – personal testimony has little or no

validity, especially if it doesn’t fit the approved narrative. Ironically, for more than a few

Christians, truth is authoritarian by nature, because personal experience is understood as

fundamentally untrustworthy. This authoritarian definition of truth is the reason that institutions

like the state and the church are usually believed over the testimony of people who have been

abused by them. 

The irony of Christians – most especially Literalist, “Fundamentalist” Christians – defining truth

as authoritarian proclamation is that it makes the word of lying authoritarians into the word of

God.  There’s a direct line from “The Bible says…” to “The dear leader says…” because the

fundamental criterion is not whether truth has any basis in empirical reality but whether the

speaker has authority. When Christians think this way about the Bible, they cannot avoid

transferring their authoritarian conception of truth to political leaders.

When you define truth only as what’s officially sanctioned by an authoritarian power, it

undercuts a genuine search for truth. 

# We don’t get to ask why in the world a woman would make herself the target of death

threats and public fury if she didn’t have a specific memory of an interaction with a

specific person that would not let her stay quiet. 

# Likewise, we don’t get to consider why a woman would suddenly uproot her kids and

husband from a country that has everything she knows, her family, friends, and culture, if

she didn’t really face an imminent threat of being killed. 

Instead, we’re told to accept the official position from those who (they claim) know best, and

have our own best interests at heart.

For those of us who are not literalist, fundamentalist Christians – and even for some who are –

the deeper irony is that this institutional challenge to personal testimony in our world is more

than a little odd. After all, the most important event in our faith – our faith itself, in fact – is

centered around personal testimony. Someone - one of the women (!) – reported, on encountering

the risen Christ, that Jesus said to them “Do not be afraid; go and tell the disciples to go to

Galilee; there they will see me” (Matthew 28:10). Others - two of them - reported about a

conversation on the road to Emmaus and the stranger they met: “Were not our hearts burning

within us as he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us? (Luke

24:32)

Our faith is predicated on accepting the credibility of personal testimony, if not as the exclusive

arbiter of truth, certainly as a central component of it.

That makes this time in our culture challenging for us if we value personal testimony.  And since
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Roman Catholic theologian responded with another letter, in which he said that “[Mondin is

probably right that the traditional [Roman Catholic] Church is near collapse.” But then he added,

“The disasters he mentions are only such to those churchmen who are so stuck in conservativism

and authority that they cannot see the Gospel of Christ for the Code of Canon Law…. ” He

continued, “My feeling, as a member of an adapting religious community, is that these are the

best days of the Church.” That was 1972. That reality of change – in all churches and in our

secular culture – is never more true. My own hope is that all authoritarian forms of Christianity

will fail to survive the next generation. And in the rest of our culture, too, including especially

our political culture. We’ll see.

This means something important things for us. First, it calls all of us to challenge any form of

authoritarianism that we see seeking to seize control, whether in the Church or in our secular

world because they are antithetical to the core of our faith as follows of the risen Christ. We must

speak out and act out against such behaviors, or we will go quietly into the night.

And it means we have a responsibility - out of our faith - to model healthy and appropriate ways

of determining and embracing truth, ways that include all voices, treating each with respect and

dignity as fellow human beings.

In the end, we come back to the Baptismal Covenant, because the Baptismal Covenant is a

rallying cry against all forms of authoritarianism; it is through the Covenant that the whole body

in Christ speaks the word, the whole body speaks the truth, and neither death, nor the gates of

hell, can stand against that! (Matt. 12:18).
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